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Abstract—The main contribution of this paper is experimental
validation of a system architecture for providing real time
communication of individualized Traffic Signal Phase and Timing
(SPaT) data from disparate data sources, tailored to meet the
needs of an in-vehicle driver assistance systems. The role of data
collected directly from Traffic Management Centers is explored;
in addition, the collection and condensation of crowdsourced
SPaT data sources is investigated as a complementary solution in
situations where timing information is not available directly from
a city’s Traffic Management Center (TMC). In order to evaluate
the effectiveness of communicating the traffic signal state to the
in-vehicle driver assistance systems, on-road experiments were
carried out by a number of drivers interacting with an imple-
mented in-vehicle speed advisory application in mixed traffic
on arterial roads in the city of San Jose, CA. The experiments
show that on average a 9.5% decrease in fuel usage is possible if
accurate SPaT data is available. We also experimentally evaluated
the accuracy of the crowdsourcing algorithm in the city of San
Francisco, CA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Using the recent technological advances, it is now possible

to enable traffic signal communication to and from individual

vehicles. The benefits of communication are significant. For

example, it is possible to warn a driver of other vehicles

which are likely to run conflicting red lights at the upcoming

intersection, potentially avoiding accidents [1]. Similarly, fuel

economy can be improved through appropriate speed recom-

mendations [2–7].

What these examples all lacked at the time of their writing

was appropriate communication technologies. Many required

Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) technologies

as part of their solution. However, there is significant cost

associated with equipping the US’ 330,000 traffic signals and

all future vehicles with this technology [8]. Major rollouts of

both Fourth Generation and Long Term Evolution (4G/LTE)

by wireless carriers, significantly increasing the bandwidth and

decreasing the cost of broadband wireless internet, are opening

new options. Similarly, major rollouts of IPv6 technologies,

significantly increasing the number of uniquely addressable

devices, creates new opportunities for communication infras-

tructures. The combination of these two sets of technologies

makes it feasible to send traffic Signal Phase and Timing

(SPaT) information directly to and from individual vehicles

in a timely and efficient manner.

In contrast to DSRC, what we are proposing is to use ex-

isting infrastructure. Some cities already collect and centralize

SPaT information for management purposes. Existing broad-

band communication architectures can then be used to transmit

this data stream to servers for collection and analysis. In-place

wireless technologies like 4G/LTE can then get the data from

the servers to the vehicles. This system is implementable today

and we are now testing it in prototype development vehicles.

The big picture concept of using real time traffic signal

information in velocity advisory algorithms is not new and

has been discussed in [2], [3], [9], [10] and others. One of

the most complete systems is that found in [11], wherein a

system is developed based on cell phone cameras and ad-

hoc wireless networks. While instrumental in shifting opinion

on the feasibility of these types of systems, the proposed set

of technologies have several drawbacks including a lack of

extended communication range, inferior driver visibility as

a result of devices attached to the windscreen, and limited

evaluation of the various kinds of traffic signals. Another eco-

approach technology is presented in [6]. Simulation and field

test results in [6] have shown that an informed driving can

improve fuel consumption by 14% on average. However, this

is achieved in an isolated test environment for a single vehicle

approaching a fixed-time traffic signal. A real world test that

includes moderate to heavy traffic and actuated traffic signals

has not been addressed in [6].

A new method for gathering traffic signal data from crowd-

sourced probe vehicle data, the prerequisite step to providing

the same to velocity advisory algorithms, is discussed in [12–

14]. The authors seek to build on these works by offering a

complete solution to providing individualized SPaT informa-

tion directly to vehicles. This is a complete solution in the

terms of being able to provide SPaT from substitute sources

(crowdsourced data sources) if the timing information is not

available directly from a city’s Traffic Management Center

(TMC).

In this manuscript, Section II describes the disparate data

sources where we get the SPaT information from. Section

III describes the system architecture of how we get that

information from data sources and communicate that to a

connected vehicle. Section IV describes one potential in-

vehicle use case for the SPaT information, once it has made it

to the vehicle. The data quality of the different data sources as

well as the effectiveness of communicating the traffic signal

state to the implemented in-vehicle application are all verified

in Section V, followed by conclusions.
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Fig. 1: System overview of the path of data from data sources

to server to a connected vehicle.

II. DATA SOURCES

While traffic signals in some major cities are connected to

Traffic Management Centers (TMC), drivers may encounter

signals which are not connected to their city’s traffic manage-

ment center. If a driver assistance system is customer facing,

drivers will not understand if their driver assistance system

is only able to provide assistance at certain intersections

at specific times of the day. It is imperative to provide a

consistent user experience; this requires broad coverage of

traffic signals.

The majority of data used in this manuscript is received

from TMCs. However, for those signals which are not con-

nected, preliminary predictions of signal phase and timing

information are used, based on crowdsourced data as described

below in Subsections II-B and II-C. Subsection II-B describes

a prototype systems used to collect SPaT data and build

predictions from crowdsourced GPS traces. Subsection II-C

describes how to collect SPaT data and build predictions from

crowdsourced in-vehicle camera data. As shown in Figure 1,

these two novel approaches complement the collection of data

from traffic management centers, in order to provide consistent

coverage across as large an area as possible.

A. Traffic Management Center

Traffic management centers operate by polling connected

traffic signals for current status information. The polling fre-

quency limitation may be different in each locale as different

technologies are implemented at the intersection, at the TMC,

and as a part of city infrastructure. In the cities used as test

fields for the purposes of this manuscript, that polling occurs

at approximately 1 Hz.

B. Probe Vehicle GPS Traces

For traffic signals not connected to traffic management cen-

ters and public infrastructure, another approach is necessary

to provide traffic signal phase and timing data. Specifically,

recent publications have made it clear that probe vehicle GPS

traces could potentially be used to determine traffic signal

timing [12], [13], [15–17].

The feasibility of generating SPaT data for fixed-time traffic

signals from low-frequency GPS traces of probe vehicles has

been shown by our group in previous publications. More detail

may be found in [12], [13], but the high level steps are:

1) Aggregate statistically significant number of vehicle

traces/probes; each probe report includes the vehicle

velocity, position, and the timestamp of the report (see

Figure 2 for a sample aggregated probe data).

2) Identify the probe data that were reported around traffic

signal locations (see Figure 2 for the locations of sample

intersections)

3) Try to rebuild the vehicles’ velocity trajectories and fit

them into the “most desirable” velocity trajectory.

4) Estimate phase and phase-change of signal based on the

reconstructed trajectories.

5) Build phase estimator from statistically significant num-

ber of observed phases/phase-changes of traffic signal.

6) Estimate future phase/phase-changes of traffic signal.

For testing and evaluation purposes, a public feed of bus

location and velocity data from the city of San Francisco

is being used to crowdsource a collection of traffic signal

information. Each bus sends a probe report every 200 meters

or 90 seconds, whichever comes first [12]. The feed is being

provided by NextBus Incorporated [18] through eXtensible

Markup Language (XML). A server, denoted as Crowdsourc-

ing Server in Figure 1, continuously receives vehicle location

reports in XML format and stores the collected probe data

in a SQL database. Another node of this server is dedicated

to estimating the traffic signal phase and timing information

including cycle length, phase length, green-initiation (start-of-

green), and signal schedule changes. Algorithm specifics can

be found in [12].
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Fig. 2: GPS traces from bus route number 28 in San Francisco,

California aggregated over a month [12].
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C. On-Board Cameras

Our test vehicle contains a next-generation MobilEye cam-

era and image processing system (EYE-Q) capable of de-

tecting traffic signals. The image processing system provided

by MobilEye reports the recognized traffic signals on the

Controller Area Network (CAN) bus [19]. From the data

collected by MobilEye cameras, we are building a database of

traffic signal locations and statuses. The camera observations

were stored mainly for potential future use and were not used

to predict SPaT. However, the on-board camera is introduced

in this paper because its logged data was used to verify the

accuracy of our bus-crowdsourced SPaT (see Subsection V-C).

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A system architecture is sought which is able to collect,

analyze, and distribute SPaT data to vehicles. The architecture

must discriminate in sending the SPaT data of desired signal

phases of specific intersections to specific vehicles, must

handle intersections and vehicles in an efficient manner (be

scalable), and must cover various types of intersections and

their respective technologies. Most importantly, the architec-

ture has to be able to import data from disparate data sources.

Figure 3 demonstrates the software architecture of the im-

plemented system having the aforementioned characteristics.

The inputs of the system are the different data sources,

described in Section II. The output is a collection of SPaT

information which can be sent to any in-vehicle application of

connected vehicles that seeks SPaT information.

A. Data Translation

The signal state is communicated through the cloud-based

server as demonstrated in Figure 3. The cloud is actually the

link between the connected vehicles and the data sources. In

order to keep the design of the cloud-based server consistent,

data translation is used for importing data from disparate data

sources and then transmitting in one single format. In our

application, the data translators shown in Figure 3 import data

from the TMC and crowdsourced data sources and transmit

the data to the cloud in a data structure represented by the

Protocol Buffer (protobuf) data formats [20].

Messages received on the cloud-based server indicate a

change in the current status of a traffic signal and addition

or removal of a connection to a traffic signal. If nothing has

changed since the previously recorded status, no message is

sent and no record is made.

B. Vehicle Subscriptions

In determining which intersections and which traffic signal

phases are relevant to a vehicle along a trip, a list of intersec-

tions and their traffic signal phases (so called Intersection-

Phase pairs in this paper) is stored locally in the vehicle.

As demonstrated in Figure 3, the JavaScript Object Notation

(JSON) is used to represent this list which contains the

attributes of each Intersection-Phase such as GPS location of

the intersection center, entry and exit headings of each phase,

and city zip code.
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Fig. 3: The software architecture of the traffic signal state

communication through a cloud-based server.

In order to identify the upcoming Intersection-Phase most

relevant to the vehicle movement, the four step process below

is followed within the JSON list:

1) While the vehicle is traveling, the embedded in-vehicle

application identifies the list of the intersections within

a specified range of the vehicle (e.g. 3 miles).

2) In order to identify the most relevant traffic signal phase

to the vehicle movement, the in-vehicle application com-

pares the vectors of relevant signal phase entry headings

with current signal light status of the vehicle as well as

the current vehicle heading.

3) Finally, the signal phase of the closest traffic light from

among the previous list is selected.

With the appropriate traffic signal phase selected, the con-

nected vehicle sends a subscription request for the relevant

Intersection-Phase to the cloud, as shown in Figure 3. An un-

subscribe message is later sent from the vehicle to the cloud at

the time the vehicle passes the previously relevant intersection.

During the subscription period, the relevant Intersection-Phase

updates are forwarded by the cloud to the connected vehicle

any time an update is available.

IV. VELOCITY ADVISORY IN-VEHICLE APPLICATION

While SPaT data of this nature has uses in safety applica-

tions like red-light-runner warnings (Collision Avoidance), and

use in efficiency applications like automatic motor Start/Stop,

in this paper we focus primarily on a speed recommendation

engine (Velocity Advisory System). In general, the primary ob-

jective is to avoid stopping at a red light if at all feasible. Idling

may require fuel, depending on the vehicle. Even in vehicles

with automatic Start/Stop, the deceleration and associated

acceleration back to cruising requires significant quantities of

fuel. We will show that, on average, the fuel economy gains

due to red light avoidance will be larger than that obtained by

pure engine start/stop at a traffic light (reported in [21], [22]).

When the two technologies are combined the gains could be

even larger, because the engine start/stop has benefits at other

locations such as in traffic jams.
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A. The Driver Interface

A user interface is created which recommends the ap-

propriate speed range to pass through the next upcoming

traffic signal during the green phase. The appropriate speed

recommendation is displayed to the driver as green zones on

the speedometer, as seen in Figures 3 and 4. In addition, a

countdown at the speedometer center indicates the remaining

time to change of signal phase (green, yellow, or red).

Fig. 4: Driver’s dash display, including speed recommendation

and countdown. A similar interface has been used in [6], [23].

B. Algorithm

This velocity advisory was first proposed by our group in

[2]. Equipped vehicles can use the remaining distance to the

next light(s) and the green and red sequence to set their target

speed. As an example, see Figure 5 for two candidate travel

trajectories suggested by the velocity advisory system. The

details are not included in this paper.
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Fig. 5: Avoiding red lights by velocity advisory system.

While this process describes what could happen in the case

where timings for multiple signals are known, and known for

some number of cycles in the future, only the first signal and

only the first cycle are used for speed recommendations in this

manuscript. Only the next upcoming signal is used because the

idea of passing through a single signal is the easiest concept for

drivers to understand. In addition, the recommended velocity

is less likely to change with a longer prediction horizon.

C. On-board Camera Integration

For the results presented in this manuscript, the camera was

used for detection of vehicles travelling significantly slower

than the ego-vehicle, and for detection of vehicles stopped at

intersections. In both cases, if it was unsafe to display a speed

recommendation because the ego-vehicle could potentially

impact the detected vehicles by following a speed within the

recommended range, the recommendation was turned off.

V. DATA QUALITY AND FUEL ECONOMY EVALUATION

Three test environments were selected - a traffic light test-

bed, and the cities of San Jose, California and San Francisco,

California. They were selected to test the data quality of the

three data sources as well as the effectiveness of communi-

cating the traffic signal state to the implemented in-vehicle

application. In the first test-bed, a traffic light was set up to

test the on-board camera data source. In San Jose, the traffic

signal data was coming directly from a traffic management

center. In San Francisco, the traffic signal data was coming

from predictions based on crowdsourced GPS traces. The test

vehicle was a modified 2011 BMW 535i. On-board computers

recorded the test data at a sampling rate of 1 sample per second

during the on-road tests.

A. Crowdsourced Phase Changes via On-Board Camera

The camera logs its observation in a back-end database for

two reasons: First, to build a database of traffic signal locations

and traffic signal statuses for potential future use, and second,

to use the logged camera data to verify the accuracy of our

bus-crowdsourced SPaT as presented in subsection V-C.

A traffic light test-bed was set up at the BMW Group

Technology Office USA in Mountain View, California in order

to verify the accuracy of the on-board camera. The test-bed

included a traffic light fixture and its controller cabinet. The

traffic light changes were recorded by the camera on a test

vehicle in front of the light. These recorded changes were

later processed and compared to the timestamps of the light

changes recorded by the traffic light controller.

B. Real-Time SPaT from Traffic Management Center

A test field has been set up in San Jose, California. Traffic

signal data from approximately 800 traffic signals are available

to the vehicle in real time. Data from the traffic signals

is first collected by a traffic management center, and then

forwarded to a BMW cloud based server for analysis, storage,

and distribution to appropriately subscribed vehicles.

A map of test route can be found in Figure 6. This route was

selected to evaluate the feasibility of the system in an urban

environment with a combination of fixed-time and actuated

traffic signals. Speed recommendations were available at 10

out of the 14 intersections.

Fig. 6: Fuel economy evaluation route in San Jose, CA.
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In the first set of tests, 4 drivers were asked to follow the

speed recommendation shown on the dash display as long as

safety was not jeopardized. The drivers were then asked to

repeat the test, this time with the velocity advisory system

deactivated. The fuel consumption of each driver was recorded

for approximately 1 hour sessions and the results can be found

in Table I. In addition, the mean non-zero velocity, mean

positive non-zero acceleration, and standard deviation of the

same are all reported for evaluation of the system. The fuel

consumption measurements in Table I show that on average a

9.5% decrease in fuel usage is possible if drivers follow the

displayed recommendations as closely as possible.

Another similar set of tests was also arranged with 4

different drivers. However, this time the drivers were not

specifically asked to follow the velocity advisory system,

although they were aware of the system. The logic behind

this testing was to see how the drivers’ preference affects

the efficacy of the in-vehicle application in a situation close

to real-world where drivers are not required to follow the

dash-display recommendations. The same drivers were then

asked to repeat the test, this time with the velocity advisory

system deactivated. The results from those drives are found

in Table II which show that only a 1.9% decrease in fuel

usage is possible if drivers do not strictly follow the displayed

recommendations. In this test, driving sessions were reduced

to approximately 30 minute.

A Student t-test, specifically a Welch’s t-test, was performed

on the efficiency data reported in Tables I and II. These

tests resulted in t-values of 1.1 and 0.5, with approximately

5 degrees of freedom for each table. Linear interpolation of

standard t-tables indicates that in the situation where drivers

were not specifically asked to follow the recommendations, we

are only 35% confident we have made a significant change,

whereas in the situation drivers were asked to follow the

recommendations strictly we are 67% confident the system

has made a significant improvement.

TABLE I: Field testing in San Jose, CA. Drivers were aware

of the velocity advisory system and WERE specifically asked

to follow the dash-display recommendations.

System Inactive System Active

Mean Mean σ Mean Mean σ
Driver # MPG Velocity Accel. Accel. MPG Velocity Accel. Accel.

(m/s) (m/s2) (m/s) (m/s2)

Driver 1 13.48 7.3 1.4 0.6 14.44 5.9 1.2 0.5
Driver 2 12.71 6.6 1.2 0.5 13.55 6.5 1.2 0.5
Driver 3 13.16 7.4 1.5 0.7 15.91 6.2 1.2 0.4
Driver 4 10.91 7.5 1.5 0.7 11.22 7.7 1.5 0.8

TABLE II: Field testing in San Jose, CA. Drivers were aware

of the velocity advisory system but WERE NOT specifically

asked to follow the dash-display recommendations.

System Inactive System Active

Mean Mean σ Mean Mean σ
Driver # MPG Velocity Accel. Accel. MPG Velocity Accel. Accel.

(m/s) (m/s2) (m/s) (m/s2)

Driver 5 12.83 6.8 1.2 0.5 13.42 6.6 1.3 0.5
Driver 6 12.30 6.6 1.3 0.6 14.33 5.6 1.2 0.4
Driver 7 13.71 7.0 1.2 0.5 12.63 6.5 1.2 0.4
Driver 8 12.91 6.4 1.3 0.6 12.39 6.2 1.4 0.7

C. Crowdsourced SPaT via GPS Traces

A test field has been set up in San Francisco, California,

where traffic signal data is not available directly from traffic

management center; as a result, the data from GPS-enabled

buses driving public transportation routes in the city are used

to estimate SPaT including traffic signal baseline timing and

switching times for fixed-time traffic signals, as described in

[12], [13]. The SPaT data is first estimated by a crowdsourcing

server using the probe data collected from the buses (see

Figure 1), and then the estimated SPaT are forwarded to

a BMW cloud-based server for storage, and distribution to

appropriately subscribed connected vehicles.

In this test field we ran only 8 laps. A more significant

number of laps would be needed to conclusively evaluate

whether the system is effective in fuel consumption or not.

This was not possible at this time due to unavailability of both

test drivers and the test vehicle. Furthermore, because only the

southbound traffic signal phases along the test route, namely

Van Ness Avenue, are crowdsourced, the fuel consumed on

the northbound direction of each lap should be excluded.

While the fuel economy results are not available, the pre-

diction quality of the bus-crowdsourced phase-change infor-

mation was verified using the on-board camera data which

was collected during on-site ground truth tests. Concurrent

with the camera recording the signal changes during the test

vehicle laps, the crowdsourcing server was also collecting

the real-time probe data and estimating the phase-changes

(green-initiations). The time difference between the last es-

timated and the camera-detected green-initiations is denoted

as Δt = tSoG,cam − tSoG,est , where tSoG,est and tSoG,cam are the

estimated and camera-detected green-initiations respectively

both in Unix-Time. However, because of the cyclic periodicity

in fixed-time lights, the actual error between the last estimated

green-initiation and the camera-detected green-initiation is:

Error = Δt − round(Δt/C)C (1)

where C is the cycle time, and the function round(.) rounds its

argument to the nearest integer. The errors, as given in Table

III, are calculated using (1). Please note that at some intersec-

tions there were no camera-observed phase-changes, despite a

significant number of observations at other intersections.

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the esti-

mated phase-changes and the camera-detected phase-changes,

observed at 7 of the 10 intersections, was 2.4 seconds. The

average error is 0.98 seconds and, as shown in the box plot of

the error, given in Table III, the median error was 0.63 seconds.

Because RMSE is higher than mean error, this should indicate

that error occurs in both directions; that is, the estimation is

in some cases early and in some cases later than the camera-

detected phase-change. Additionally, the fact that the mean

error is non-zero says that the estimation is biased.

At some intersections, there were no camera-observed

phase-changes, despite a significant number of observations

at other intersections. There are a plethora of potential causes:

traffic could block a camera view, traffic at an intersection
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TABLE III: Difference in seconds between camera-detected

and bus-crowdsourced phase-changes.

Intersection
Error (sec) Box Plot

at VanNess

Greenwich

-1.22
-1.36
-1.53
-1.42
-1.41
-0.25

Filbert

2.67
2.50
3.08
2.82
2.72
5.75
2.75
3.00

Union 0.63

Broadway -2.01

Pacific -0.76

Jackson -0.44

Washington 3.12

All results are for Phase 8, Southbound on Van Ness St., San Fransisco, CA.

could allow the camera additional time to view phase-changes,

timing of traffic signals may be such that the offsets allow the

vehicle to easily pass through an intersection, and many others.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This manuscript presented a system architecture, and its

experimental validation, for providing real time traffic signal

data from heterogeneous data sources to a connected vehicle

for use in a velocity advisory algorithm. The data streams from

three different data sources were leveraged using data trans-

lators so that the system design was data-source-independent

and any semantic conflict between disparate data sources was

resolved. Three test environments were chosen and created to

test the data quality and effectiveness of the different sources,

including the data collected directly from Traffic Management

Center (TMC), data estimated from crowdsourced GPS traces,

and data collected from on-board cameras.

In order to determine the fuel consumption reduction po-

tential of communicating the traffic signal state to the velocity

advisory engine, on-road tests were arranged. The tests were

conducted in a test field where signal states were available

from TMC so that the results were not skewed by the error

of the crowdsourced data sources. The drivers were asked to

strictly follow the speed advice so that the results were affected

by human-behavior as little as possible. The advisory system

resulted in a 9.5% average decrease in fuel consumption.

Clearly, testing methodology and driver understanding plays

a significant role in the results. This was obvious when

the advisory system resulted in a statistically insignificant

difference in fuel consumption across the drivers who were

not specifically asked to follow the speed recommendations.

Many effects including time of day, driving style, and the

use of automatic motor start-stop were not studied in this

manuscript and remain topics for future work. Additional line

of work could be on the network wide effect of latency, lost

packages and other communication problems.
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